Travel to Senegal in the Spring 2024 Exploration Seminar

**Building African Cities:**

**Past and Present**

URB 392/ARC 392/HIS 381 /AFS 392

Instructor: Gregory H. Valdespino, Princeton-Mellon Fellow

Going from Medieval Timbuktu to contemporary Dakar, students will examine Africa’s changing urban landscapes and the lives and stories they contain in class as well as during a week-long trip to Senegal during the 2024 Spring Break.

Students interested should apply by **November 16 at 5:00 PM**.

Applications are available on the [Registrar Office’s Course Listings Website](#) and [Princeton Institute for International and Regional Studies “Exploration Seminars” Page](#)

For any questions email Dr. Valdespino at gv5961@princeton.edu

Sponsors: Princeton Mellon Initiative in Architecture, Urbanism and the Humanities
Princeton Institute for International and Regional Studies